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SCED 450 CURRICULUM &TEXTBOOK PROJECT 

Objective 11.4.4.1: The student will be able to find the solution sets of trigonometric 

equations. 

The extension of our objective is based on the 5th grade math unit, triangles, and also 6th 

grade angles unit and 7th grade circle and disc unit. More importantly, 8th grade right triangle 

and Pythogorean Theorem unit will be base for our objective because students will use 

Pythogorean Theorem  while solving trigonometric equations. Also, because in order to use 

sin x, cos x , tan x and cotan x; students first need to know the ratio of sides of an right 

triangle. After they comprehend those concept, they can go further while solving 

trigonometric equations. As a result, they need to learn what is a triangle and what is the 

relationships between sides and angles of a triangle, and also relationships of circles (unit 

circle) and triangles. We mean by circles that students first understand the unit circle and find 

right triangles on the unit circle and use sin x ,cos x etc. Finally, students should know how to 

solve equations for the trigonometric equations topic. 

Intended grade level:  

11 th grade 

Textbook:  

In the new curriculum trigonometric equations unit is included in 11th grade but there is no 

updated 11th grade mathematics book in terms of the new curriculum. In other words, 

trigonometric equations unit is not included  in 11th grade mathematics book yet. Therefore, 

we found trigonometric equations unit in 10th grade math book which is prepared in terms of 

the old curriculum. Trigonometric equations unit is between 212 th and 218 th pages. 

Specific Math Idea/Key Understanding: 

Trigonometry is a wide subject in mathematics and it is related to triangles, angles, sides and 

especially unit circle. When trigonometry topic is started to be discussed in courses, students 

usually generalize trigonometry as only  ratios of angles. “....Trigonometry is understood as 

relations between the angle and the edges of right triangle. For this reason, the students were 

successful on the questions concerned with trigonometry of angles. … trigonometry is 

generally thought via teacher active method and memorizing the ready knowledge” (Orhun, 

2001) As the paper suggested by Nevin Orhun, teachers teach trigonometry with old 

fashioned methods like just giving the rules and solving examples of these rules. Then, when 

we come to the trigonometric functions and equations topic, students get in trouble to 

internalize the new concepts because they are stuck in angle concept. They couldn’t go 

beyond higher level. The big reason behind the students’ failure in trigonometric equations is 



   

that teachers do not  know what students should know and where to start teaching topic. 

Therefore, the first important step is the awareness of teachers that how students learn 

trigonometric equations, what could cause the misunderstandings and misconceptions, and 

what information is needed to claim that the learning has occured.  

Let us examine a trigonometric equation example to see where students have trouble to 

understand the concepts (which means “zurna” says “zırt” ) 

There is an commonly used example “sin x= ½, x=?” at the beginning of trigonometric 

equations. As we mentioned above that relation between edges and right triangle comes first 

students’ mind, students would think the right triangle (30-60-90) and ratio of its edges. Since 

they have already learnt sin 30°= 1/2, they would say x=30. (not 30 degree because mostly 

students ignore units) As reported by Orhun (2001), when a trigonometry question is asked in 

terms of radian, compared to degree, number of students who make mistakes increases. We 

can deduce from this result that students have difficulty in radian concept. This fact is the 

reason of why most students say x=30° instead of    .  

 Instead of asking the value of x directly, we want students to make connection 

between previous and former knowledge so it is better to build equation concept with 

functions. Hence, as a good start, we will ask students to draw sin x function. Since 

they have learnt it before, it will be good exercise to remind their previous knowledge 

too. (We will deal with positive x axis because we start with 0 degree in unit circle so 

we do not want to see negative angles) 

Expected answer: It is important to see that students are able to draw sin x function correctly 

which means:  

 

 then some students may stop drawing at some point naturally. However,  they should 

represent that sine x function continues through x axis like figure above. From this figure, we 

can make comment that students have intuition about infinity of sin x function.  



   

(NOTE: we have some contradiction about using the concept of inifinity here because 

students learn this concept in 12 th grade. Lets discuss it in the class.) 

 It is useful to discuss some properties of sin x function after drawing.  

 Sin x is a periodic function (needed for solution set of trigonometric equation 

later) 

While discussing, students can claim that sin x is periodic. However, this can 

be only a memorization. Hence, students should be asked to show one period 

of sin x in the graph.  

 

 In addition to sin x graph, we ask students to draw y = ½ line on the same graph. It can 

be asked that “Why did we draw two graphs together?” , because we want students to 

recognize intersection points. After students recognize the expected answer: 

intersection points, like sine function, students also should see from the graph that 

intersection points has no end because of the property of sine function. We will 

understand their awareness of ongoing intersection points if they show that in graph. 

Secondly, by periodic property of sine function, students should state that there are 

two intersection for each period.  

  

 Now it is time to determine the positive x values where the intersection occurs. We 

want students to mark intersection points on the graph. Then, we ask them to find x 

value of first intersection. If students say x = 30°, it is not enough to think that 

learning has occured.  As a teacher, we should ask students why not 30° refers to 



   

second intersection. If they really are aware of what they are doing, they must answer 

that “because second intersection comes after the sin 90° =1, so 30° cannot come after 

90°.” Then, at that moment, they should be asked that “so determine the value of x at 

second intersection.” 

Discussion: If we consider the importance of connection between procedures, we 

decided to use parabola explanation to justify second x value is equal to 150°. 

According to parabola, a line passing through the peak point is accepted as symmetry 

line. Hence, distance between first x and intersection point, t, of symmetry line and x 

axis must be equal to distance between second x and t. Would you be convinced with 

this explanation, if you were 11th grade student? 

 

Alternatively, if students explain why x =150° by using demonstration of sin x in unit 

circle, it is an acceptable answer but again we need one more question to understand 

whether students memorize knowledge or not. The question is “how did you get this 

solution?” One possible answer can be given by using similar triangles.  

 



   

 After students find other angles of intersection points with the same process, we ask 

students to draw a table including angles we found and their sine values.  

Sin 30° 1/2 

Sin 150° 1/2 

Sin 390° 1/2 

Sin 510° 1/2 

…. … 

 

Then, we ask students what changes in this table? , answer would be of course “angles” Then, 

we can call that changing angles as “variable” and write our equation that we will ask for its 

solution set. We have all angles, now it remains to represent them in a more systematic way 

because we do not want that answer: {30°, 150°, 390°,510°…} We want students to come to 

this point:  

S.S ={x| x1= α+2k  ; x2= (180- α)+ 2k   ; k ∈Z} 

 

Apart from 30° and 150°, we want students to show other angles on unit circle so that they 

will see relation between angles. For example, students will see that 30° +360°= 390° and 

150°+360°= 510°. 30° is first intersection in first period and 150° is second intersection in 

first period. When we add 360° to 30°, we get first intersection in  next period. So, adding 

360° means turning a tour in unit circle. It is same for 150°. We manage students’ thinking in 

this path. Finally, students will construct relation among x values such that  there are  x1, x2… 

where  x1= 30° , x2= 150°, x3= 30°+360°,  x4= 150°+360°, x5= 30°+720° , …                

            x1= 30° , x2= 150°, x3= 30°+360°   …..   xk =30°+ k.360°, xk+1= 150°+k.360°, k ∈Z 

Now, it is time to set periodic relation between 30° and  150° with respect to180° (half of one 

period) => 30° = ( 180°-150°). Our final goal is to ask students to write these angles in terms 

of radian.  

Note1: We did not specify an interval for solution set to examine general situation but in 

class, it can be given. 

Note 2: we didn’t choose sin x= 1 example because it doesn’t matter  90° and (180°-90°) in 

solution set, as a result we cannot find general solution for other angles. 

Note 3: We added the related pages of textbook at the end of our paper. 
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